MAC'S BOOK
INTRO

MAC IS A RESTLESS 4 YEAR OLD WITH A BIG IMAGINATION. LIKE ALL 4 YEAR OLDS, MAC HAS LIKES & DISLIKES. MAC IN PARTICULAR IS NOT FOND OF SWEETS AND PREFERENCES FRUITS & VEGGIES. GIVEN ONE, MAC WILL ALWAYS TRY A BITE OUT OF A COOKIE BUT QUICKLY DISCARDS IT AND ASKS "MAY I PLEASE HAVE SOME CARROTS?"

DOING HIS PART BY STAYING HOME TO HELP SAVE LIVES, MAC MISSES HIS FRIENDS & TEACHERS AT PRE SCHOOL. AN IDEA TO HAVE A GROWN UP FRIEND DRAW PICTURES FROM MAC’S IMAGINATION SO HE COULD COLOR THEM, QUICKLY BECAME A FUN LITTLE PROJECT. MAC REACHED OUT TO SEVERAL OF HIS GROWN-UP ARTIST FRIENDS TO MAKE A BUNCH MORE OF HIS IDEAS INTO COLORABLE DRAWINGS. MAC’S BOOK. YEAH!

MAC WANTS TO SHARE HIS COLORING BOOK WITH HIS FRIENDS, NEIGHBOURS AND ALL THE OTHER RESTLESS KIDS EVERYWHERE DOING THEIR PART BY STAYING HOME TO HELP SAVE LIVES.

PLEASE DOWNLOAD AND PRINT OUT FOR YOUR KIDS TO COLOR!
PLEASE PRINT EXTRAS FOR YOUR KIDS’ FRIENDS AND NEIGHBOURS.
PLEASE BE SAFE AND STAY HEALTHY EVERYONE!

- LOVE,

MAC
"EAGLES MAKE THEIR NESTS WAAAY UP ON THE TALLEST TREES"
“BEES HELP THE FLOWERS AND THEY DON’T STING UNLESS YOU GET IN THEIR FACE”
I LIKE DARK GREEN GARBAGE TRUCKS & BUCKETS TRUCKS THAT FIX THE POWERLINES
“WE HAVE TO CLEAN UP THE OCEAN FOR ALL THE SEA ANIMALS”
“WE DRIVE BY THE SCARY HOTEL. IT’S SCARY BECAUSE BATS LIVE IN THERE”
THE WATER IS PERFECT!
AHoy
THE ARTISTS

JOSHUA PONG  
@papipong

SASU &  
DAUGHTER YUNA  
@sasu_lyri

SUNG LEE  
@sunglee0811

KENTA GOTO  
@write_left

CHARLES GUAN  
@charlitos wei

SEAN MOORE  
@ya_boy_i_roy

EPHRAIM CHUI  
@ephephephepheph

RHEK  
@rhek

DAN CLIMAN  
@dancliman

NICOLE JANG  
@seeyousoon.studio

THESE ARE THE INCREDIBLE GROWN UP ARTIST FRIENDS  
THAT CONTRIBUTED THEIR SUPER POWER, TIME & LOVE.  
PLEASE SHARE YOUR COLORED PAGES WITH THEM!

#MACSBOOK2020